
App innovation needs to be able to happen anywhere, without restriction. Not only 
is it essential for DevOps teams to have the tools they need to build and deploy with 
confidence, but it’s also vital that they do so with reduced complexity and risk. 

Automating processes once helps your developers, architects and operation teams 
to execute repeatable tasks in a consistent environment. It’s this automation that 
accelerates new opportunities and opens up space for growth and enriched end user 
experiences. 

In September 2022, Dell Technologies and Red Hat 
announced an extension to their strategic partnership  
to accelerate opportunities for DevOps and containerised 
app development.

With Dell PowerFlex, Red Hat® Ansible® Automation Platform and  
Red Hat OpenShift®, you can automate the essential processes that support app 
innovation and deployment at scale. IT operations teams can gain greater control, 
visibility and management of the end-to-end processes that are essential for 
deploying, managing, and building quickly and securely. Plus developers only need  
to automate once before they can then run apps anywhere, anytime.

Automate your infrastructure for success today
Isn’t it time you explored the opportunities that transformative automation 
from Dell Technologies and Red Hat can provide? 
 
Take your first step towards tomorrow today:

• Contact your Dell Technologies or Red Hat representative.

•  See what you can accomplish with Red Hat OpenShift.

•  Discover how Dell PowerFlex can help you realise transformational change.

With increased adoption accelerating demand for businesses 
to be able to roll out and manage containerised deployments 
across multiple departments, organisations need a strong 
foundation to build on.

Dell Technologies 
The powerful foundations critical  
to success 

Gain simplified flexibility to increase 

performance and productivity.

Manage on your terms and scale  

on demand without complexity.

Build resilience and protection 

in private and hybrid cloud 

environments.

Red Hat 
The automation solution that supports 
your ambitions and growth

Enterprise-ready enhancements  

to Kubernetes, enabling  

open source development  

and increased collaboration,  

which fosters innovation.

Manage your entire development 

lifecycle, including standardised 

workflows with support for  

multiple environments.

A single, consistent user 

experience for developers  

with the freedom to quickly  

build and deploy apps anywhere 

using the tools they want.
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Empower containerised 
app development and  
deployment, with powerful 
automation capabilities 
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